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the cluster 
effect: Discovery 

Enterprise
and

A beautiful setting, lively community life and research-friendly infrastructure make Berkeley-Emeryville an appealing choice for biotech companies.

Adam Mendelsohn and Kayte 
Fischer in their lab at Nano 
Precision Medical.
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Together, Berkeley and 
Emeryville represent 
a dynamic center for 
discovery and manu-

facturing in biotechnology. Biotech 
was invented here and today the 
Berkeley-Emeryville Bio Cluster 
has one of the largest concentra-
tions of biotech firms in the state.

Some 100 firms occupy more than 1.45 mil-
lion square feet of commercial biolab space here, 
making the Berkeley-Emeryville cluster nearly 
24 percent larger than Mission Bay. 

These companies are tackling the most urgent 
challenges of the day. Their work is saving lives, 
reducing energy costs, spawning new industries 
and generating jobs.

The cluster effect
It’s long been recognized that “the cluster 

effect” – locating similar businesses in proximity 
to one another – has the benefits of giving access 
to a larger pool of skilled labor, improving sup-
ply chains and increasing opportunities for the 
knowledge sharing that leads to innovation.

With numerous startups spinning out of UC 
Berkeley and the Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory every year, companies that want to 
grow close to home can find a place to land in 
Berkeley and Emeryville.

Collaboration & expertise
It’s no accident that the Berkeley-Emeryville 

Bio Cluster is so successful. 
Located on the east shore of San Francisco Bay 

along Interstate 880, Berkeley and Emeryville 
are central to the Bay Area, with easy access 
to San Francisco and Silicon Valley and to the 
region’s great research universities. 

The leadership in both cities puts strategic 
planning for economic development and 
nurturing a bio-ecosystem at the top of their 
respective agendas. Our city staffs have the 
expertise to facilitate review and approval of 
biotech projects and city policies have resulted 
in livable cities with next-generation fiber optic 
connections, transportation, good schools, 
a variety of housing options and abundant 
recreation and cultural amenities. 

But just as importantly, our neighboring cit-
ies engage in a degree of collaboration in sup-
port of the biotech industry that mirrors the 
healthy collegiality and competition found in 
the industry itself.

A rich bio-ecosystem
In Berkeley and Emeryville there’s a conver-

gence of all the elements essential to the cultiva-
tion of a flourishing bio-ecosystem.

“The emergence of biotechnology in the Bay 
Area came from the intellectual climate and the 
concentration of individuals in the field,” says 

Ed Penhoet, co-founder of the former Chiron 
Corporation in Emeryville, and himself one of 
the legendary lynchpins of the biotech industry. 

“Plus, we had before us the stellar example of 
the emergence of the electronics industry and 
this attitude of optimism and possibility. We 
believed we could do anything.” 

There are few places in the world that can 
claim the abundance of world-class research uni-
versities, laboratories and cutting-edge facilities 
found in Berkeley and Emeryville. 

Our communities benefit from immedi-
ate proximity to a nearly $1 billion pipeline of 
research and development at UC Berkeley and 
Berkeley Lab and state-of-the art equipment and 
lab space. The university and lab generate and 
license intellectual property and support the 
commercialization of discovery and invention by 
staff and students. 

Perhaps most importantly, they are a source 

of brilliant scientists, researchers, engineers and 
innovators in business. The proximity and ongo-
ing dialogue among industry experts, faculty 
and students, budding entrepreneurs and global 
businesses are invaluable to inspiring innovation, 
new companies and new industries.

A tradition of entrepreneurship 
Berkeley and Emeryville have a longstanding 

tradition of incubating and accelerating entre-
preneurial growth companies in the biosciences. 

Both startups and mature companies have 
easy access to global leaders in accounting, law, 
management and consulting, not to mention a 
host of other services and suppliers critical to 
their businesses.

Talented & skilled workforce
Berkeley and Emeryville are also magnets for 

skilled, technically trained workers and sup-

port personnel. Roughly 70 percent of work-
ing age residents (over age 25) in Berkeley and 
Emeryville have a bachelor’s degree or higher.

Access to capital
Berkeley-Emeryville Bio Cluster companies 

have historically attracted investment from 
around the world. Increasingly, Bay Area bio-
tech firms are diversifying their funding sources 
among government grants, angel investors, ven-
ture capital and licensing agreements and part-
nerships.

“Since March of this year, there’s been a huge 
sea change in funding for biotech,” says Gail 
Maderis, president & CEO of BayBio. “A num-
ber of IPOs have been issued since June and 
we’re seeing funds flow back into the industry. 
I’m very optimistic about the future.”

Social & professional networking 
An intellectual environment that facilitates 

the free flow of information sharing thrives in 
the close-knit Berkeley-Emeryville Bio commu-
nity. Organizations like the Berkeley-Emeryville 
Bio Cluster, BayBio, East Bay EDA, QB3 and the 
QB3 East Bay Innovation Center facilitate meet 
ups, educational conferences and other opportu-
nities to come together to make the contacts and 
connections that encourage communication and 
collaboration.

Space to start & grow
Biotechnology differs from other tech-based 

industries in that it requires high-quality labora-
tory space, sophisticated equipment, capacity for 
redundant systems to protect precious research 
and room for multidisciplinary teams of scien-
tists, tech workers and business-savvy managers. 
A startup R&D company may also have very 
different needs than a firm specializing in bio-
manufacturing.

Berkeley and Emeryville offer ample space, 
from fully retrofitted existing buildings to new, 
state-of-the-art laboratory facilities for corporate 
offices and manufacturing. 

Wareham Development, which built the first 
laboratories for Cetus and Chiron, continues to 
help shape the Berkeley-Emeryville Bio Cluster 
with real estate development and property man-
agement to equally serve its large, international 
tenants and the small start-ups seeking to grow. 
Wareham continues to expand its laboratory 
portfolio and currently has new entitled labora-
tory buildings in each city.

   
JOIN US IN BERKELEY-EMERYVILLE

Whether you’re a business startup, an estab-
lished firm looking for space to expand or an 
investor looking for a great return, we invite you 
to join us in the Berkeley-Emeryville Bio Cluster. 

Christine Daniel, Berkeley City Manager

Sabrina Landreth, Emeryville City Manager

Join Us in the Birthplace of Biotech

above: Emeryville art and gardens. Below: Berkeley  Lab at aquatic Park.

BERKELEY EMERYVILLE

Population 115,716 10,269
Businesses 9,702 1,895

Jobs 62,446 20,190
Median Age 32.1 33.5

Median Household Income $65,887 $69,274

Median home value $720,100 $353,600
Median rent   $1,214 $1,571

High school only 8.2% 8.4%
College, 1-4 Years 48.4% 51.1%
Graduate degree 38.1% 36.7%

“There’s been a huge sea change in funding for 
biotech. a number of IPOs have been issued since 
June and we’re seeing funds flow back into the 
industry. I’m very optimistic about the future.”
Gail Maderis, president & Ceo, baybio

City of Berkeley
office of economic development
michael Caplan, manager
tel: 510-981-2490, tdd: 510-981-6903
e-mail: mcaplan@cityofberkeley.info
www.ci.berkeley.ca.us
visitberkeley.com

City of Emeryville
economic development & Housing department
Helen bean, director
tel: 510-596-4355   
e-mail: hbean@emeryville.org
www.ci.emeryville.ca.us

Christine daniel 
city Manager,
berkeley

Sabrina Landreth 
city Manager,
Emeryville

WhO TO CONTACT

BERKELEY/EMERYVILLE qUICK FACTS

Stories in this publication by Carol Piasente ;  Graphic design by Carol Collier
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Bayer HealthCare
Innovation Edge: As an inventor company, Bayer is 

a trendsetter in research-intensive areas. “Our focus 
on innovation is the foundation for improving the 
lives of millions of people around the world,” says 
Joerg Heidrich, Berkeley site head, senior vice presi-
dent & global head product supply biotech.

Why Berkeley-Emeryville: In 1974, Bayer bought 
the historic Cutter Labs site in West Berkeley for its 
global hematology/cardiology business. In 1992, the company established 
a new worldwide center for biopharmaceutical research and manufactur-
ing at the site.

“Biotech had started here, and great universities were nearby to give us a 
pipeline of diverse talent,” says Heidrich. “There’s an unparalleled pool of 
talent in the East Bay and the innovation ecosystem that creates.”

In addition, says Heidrich, the East Bay has “the imaginative commu-
nity that’s in the lead on key issues from science education aimed at deliv-
ering a diverse workforce to cutting-edge climate protection collaborations 
and the economic incentives to locate here.”

Today, Bayer’s biotech portfolio is very well recognized and has rich growth prospects, says 
Heidrich,  “and we are proud to say it all started right here.”

Nano Precision Medical 
Innovation Edge: The company’s NanoPortal™ tech-

nology releases precise, long-term drug delivery in a 
manner that improves safety and patient outcomes.

Why Berkeley-Emeryville: Nano Precision Medical 
was co-founded by UC Berkeley bioengineering alums 
Kayte Fischer, Adam Mendelsohn and Lily Peng in the 
QB3 incubator in Stanley Hall on the Berkeley campus. 
As the company grew, NPM moved into the QB3 East 
Bay Innovation Center, one of the first tenants in the new venture.

“For entrepreneurs who are starting new companies, QB3 EBIC provides 
camaraderie and a great sense of community,” says Mendelsohn, NPM 
president. “There was a great deal of non-competitive knowledge – and 
equipment – sharing, which was hugely beneficial.” 

With continued growth, NPM moved into their own facilities at EmeryStation. 
“One of the great advantages to being in Emeryville is that the city has made a commitment to 

fiber optic connections that are extremely fast and efficient,” says Mendelsohn.
But it’s the people who are most important. 

“Being here, it’s easy to experience serendipitous opportunities to connect with amazing 
people,” says Mendelsohn. “It’s a great advantage when recruiting, because this is where 
everyone wants to be.”

Amyris, Inc.
Innovation Edge: Co-founders Jay Keasling, Neil 

Renninger, Kinkead Reiling and Jack Newman cre-
ated Amyris in 2003 at UC Berkeley based on a 
shared interest in applied research that could have a 
useful impact. 

With a major grant in 2004 from the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation, they produced the pre-
cursor to the first effective cure for malaria. In 2005, 
Amyris opened its doors at EmeryStation in Emeryville and continues 
to expand, now applying its breakthrough synthetic biology platform 
to a wide range of consumer and industry segments. Earlier this year, 
Amyris began commercial processing at its first industrial-scale plant in 
São Paulo, Brazil. 

Why Berkeley-Emeryville: “Emeryville had the great advantage of 
being close to academic centers and industrial zoning, and has a great 
quality of life,” says Newman. “We looked at cheaper space in outlying 
areas, but Emeryville was perfect for Amyris.”

 Transportation and a central location, says Newman, are also important attributes. “We’re 
right off the Amtrak line and Interstate 880, plus a third to a half of our employees can and do 
bike to work.”

Biotech Cluster Is Home 
to Thriving Companies
the berkeley-Emeryville bio cluster has one of the largest concentrations 
of bioscience companies in the world. the breadth of enterprise is 
as diverse as the size and types of firms engaged in every aspect of 
bioscience, from pharmaceutical manufacturing to medical research and 
microbial engineering, nanotechnology to bio-energy and life sciences. 

Kiverdi, Inc.
Innovation Edge: Founded in Berkeley in 2008, 

Kiverdi is a new type of chemical company that 
applies the innovations of biotechnology to repurpose 
carbon-rich waste streams – from landfills to agricul-
tural residue and manufacturing – to a replacement 
for palm oil, a key building block in 50 percent of 
consumer products.

“Essentially,” says Lisa Dyson, co-founder and CEO, 
“Kiverdi is recycling on steroids.” 

Why Berkeley-Emeryville: Co-founders Dyson and John Reed did 
post-doctoral work at UC Berkeley and LBNL, joined the QB3 East Bay 
Innovation Center and have partnerships with LBNL and the California 
Energy Commission to convert CO² emissions to useable products. 

“With so many biotech start ups, major Department of Energy-funded 
national laboratories and a top, tier-one university in the East Bay, there’s 
a lot of  scientific and technical talent here,” says Dyson. “There are also 
people with start-up expertise in bringing new businesses from inception  
to commercial deployment.”

“And, the QB3 network is a great resource for any company looking to get started in this area.” 

President & CEO: 
John Melo
Co-founder & 
Chief Scientific 
Officer: 
Jack Newman
Location: Emeryville
Employees (local): 
250
What they do: 
renewable products 
company providing 
sustainable 
alternatives to 
petroleum-sourced 
products. 

Berkeley Site 
Head, Senior 
Vice President 
& Global Head 
Product Supply 
Biotech: 
Joerg Heidrich
Location: Berkeley 
(HQ in Germany).
Employees in 
Berkeley: 1,350
What they do: 
Global enterprise 
in health care, 
nutrition, high-tech 
materials. 

Co-Founder & 
President: 
Adam Mendelsohn 
Location: Emeryville
Employees (local): 
8
What they do: 
Develop implantable 
drug delivery 
devices for people 
with chronic disease. 

Co-founder & 
CEO: Lisa Dyson
Location: Berkeley
Employees 
(local): Fewer 
than 20.
What they 
do: Produce 
sustainable, high-
value oils and 
chemicals for a 
variety of product 
applications such 
as detergents, 
biomaterials and 
fuel additives.

Newman

Dyson

Heidrich

Mendelsohn

Novartis Emeryville
Innovation Edge: Building on a legacy of scien-

tific innovation, Novartis Emeryville is focused on 
blood transfusion diagnostics and infectious disease 
research. 

The Diagnostics unit delivers innovative laboratory 
testing solutions used to reduce the risk of serious 
viruses like HIV and Hepatitis from entering the 
blood supply. About 80 percent of donated blood in 
the U.S. is tested for viral infections on the company’s Procleix systems. 

The Emeryville campus is also home to two research and drug discov-
ery groups of the Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research (NIBR), 
which focus on research in oncology and infectious diseases. 

Why Berkeley-Emeryville: With its acquisition of Chiron in 2006, Novartis became the anchor 
of the East Bay biotech cluster that began with Cetus more than 40 years ago. 

“The amazing history of the Novartis Emeryville campus inspires the work we do each day,” 
says Carsten Schroeder, head of the Emeryville site and Novartis’ global head of Diagnostics. 

“Our goal is to continue honoring that legacy with innovative solutions that advance health care 
for patients worldwide.”

Head: 
Carsten Schroeder
Location: Emeryville
Employees (local): 
900
What they do: 
Blood transfusion 
diagnostics; 
oncology and 
infection diseases 
research.

Schroeder

CMC Biologics
Innovation Edge: CMC Biologics is rebuilding its 

32,000-square-foot Berkeley facility to bring it up to 
GMP (Good Manufacturing Practices). With the first 
phase complete, CMC is ready to move forward with 
implementation. 

Why Berkeley-Emeryville: “The demographic of life 
sciences companies in the Bay Area and in particular 
the Berkeley-Emeryville cluster is why CMC Biologics 
chose Berkeley,” says Stacie Byars, senior manger of 
global marketing. 

“We’re here because our potential customers – the smaller companies 
that are developing protein therapeutics – are here,” says Byars.

In most cases, explains Byars, companies have invested millions in 
development, “and it’s important to them to have a ‘person-in-plant’ to 
keep a close check on the manufacturing process.” 

“Our Berkeley facility allows Bay Area companies to cross the street or 
cross the bridge and be on site throughout the process.”

In addition to serving companies already here, says Gail Maderis, president of BayBio, CMC 
in Berkeley is a much-needed asset that will attract biotech clients from all over the country and 
world to the Bay Area. 

President & CEO: 
Claes Glassell 
General Manager, 
Berkeley Facility: 
Susan Sullivan
Location: Berkeley, 
Copenhagen, Seattle.
Employees (local): 
10 currently; 
100 when fully 
operational.
What they do: 
Develop and 
manufacture 
biopharmaceutical 
products.

Glassell

Bayer operates 
a manufacturing 
plant in Berkeley.
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1993: Bayer 
develops 
treatment 

for hemo-
philia.

2000: QB3 created. 

2003: Amyris founded.

2005: Chiron merges 
with Novartis.

2006: Amyris develops 
technology to produce 
Artesmisinic acid.

2007: JBEI and EBI founded.

2010: QB3 Garage@
Berkeley opens. 

2011: QB3 East Bay 
Innovation Center opens.

University of California, 
Berkeley
www.berkeley.edu

The University of California’s flag-
ship Berkeley campus is one of the 
preeminent universities in the world 
– with a distinguished faculty (22 
Nobel laureates to date), a stellar 
research library and more than 350 
academic programs. 

UC Berkeley has long been a cata-
lyst for innovative technologies and 
economic growth. Its scientists’ 
understanding of genetics and the 
development of computers revolu-
tionized the possibilities of research. 

Berkeley scientists and researchers 
founded the field of molecular evolu-
tion using genetic material  rather 
than fossils; merged the campus’s 
biological sciences setting the stage 
for critical research breakthroughs; 
and identified the gene responsible 
for hereditary breast cancer. UC 
Berkeley computer scientists joined 
bioengineers in work supporting the 
Human Genome Project.

 Open source software-distribu-
tion was pioneered at UC Berkeley 
and had a formative influence on the 
development of the Internet and the 
growth of Silicon Valley.

In 2007, thanks to a proven track 
record conducting “big science” proj-
ects, UC Berkeley and the Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laborator y 
received $625 million in funding 
for two major efforts — the Energy 
Biosciences Institute and the Joint 
BioEnergy Institute — to address the 
nation’s energy needs and the chal-
lenges of global warming in the 21st 
century.

Berkeley Lab
Lawrence Berkeley 
national Laboratory
www.lbl.gov

The Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory, managed by the University 
of California, is the oldest of the U.S. 
Department of Energy’s National 
Laboratories. 

Berkeley Lab is named after Ernest 
O. Lawrence, inventor of the cyclotron, 
which won him the 1939 Nobel Prize 
in physics and ushered in a new era in 
the study of subatomic particles.

Lawrence recruited a brilliant 
circle of colleagues from physics, 
chemistry, biology, engineering and 
medicine who would be critical to 
the laboratory’s legendary success. 

Today, Berkeley Lab continues the 
tradition of multidisciplinary scien-
tific teams working together to solve 
global problems in human health, 
technology, energy and the environ-
ment. The Lab can count 12 Nobel 
winners among scientists who have 
worked there, including Steve Chu, 
later Secretary of Energy. 

Berkeley Lab was the birthplace 
of nuclear medicine, and its strong 
record in the biological sciences has 
continued with such breakthroughs 
as the engineering of yeast to pro-
duce the world’s foremost anti-       
malarial drug, the identification of 
risk factors for breast cancer, and 
major advances in biomedical imag-
ing, genetic sequencing and pro-
teomics. 

Berkeley Lab is among the top 15 
employers in the area, with 4,000 
scientists and support staff, and 
it plays a seminal role in the cre-
ation and growth of the Berkeley-
Emeryville Bio Cluster.

Joint BioEnergy 
Institute
www.jbei.org

Inside the Joint BioEnerg y 
Institute’s (JBEI) state-of-the-art labs 
in EmeryStation East, researchers 
are using the latest tools in molecu-
lar biology, chemical engineering, 
computational and robotic technolo-
gies to transform biomass into fuels.

JBEI’s CEO, Jay Keasling, is an 
internationally recognized leader 
in biofuels research who holds joint 
positions with Berkeley Lab and 
UC Berkeley, and is a co-founder of 
Amyris, which provides high-per-
formance renewable hydrocarbons  
used in a broad range of petroleum-
sourced products.

“JBEI has spun out one start-
up company so far that has set up 
shop in the Berkeley-Emeryville Bio 
Cluster and there are more in the 
pipeline that will likely locate here,” 
says Keasling. 

“The resources and synergies that 
have developed in these two sister 
cities provide a rich media in which 
new bio companies can thrive. This 
community of innovators speaks the 
same language and we’re all focused 
on moving biology to the next stage.”

Energy Biosciences 
Institute
www.energybiosciencesinstitute.org

A project of UC Berkeley and 
Berkeley Lab, the Energy Biosciences 
Institute (EBI) received a major 
grant from global energy giant BP 
to support bioenergy development 
using fuels derived from non-food 
plants and fossil fuel microbiology. 

“When it came to competing for 
– and then winning – the Energy 
Biosciences Institute partnership, 
Berkeley as a centerpiece was clearly 
a decisive factor,” says EBI Managing 
Director Susan Jenkins. 

“The expertise found on cam-
pus, as well as the innovative  and 
entrepreneurial atmosphere that 
has been reflected in the city’s cul-
ture for decades, were perfect ele-

ments to anchor 
the search for 
r e n e w a b l e , 
responsible ener-
gy sources.”

E BI ’s  re pu-
t a t ion  a s  a n 
i nt e r n a t i o n a l 
leader in bioen-
ergy research “is 
underpinned by 

UC Berkeley’s global reputation and 
the City of Berkeley’s roster of world-
class talent in business, education 
and research,” adds Jenkins.

QB3 and QB3 East Bay 
Innovation Center 
qB3.org  

In 2000, the University of 
California created the California 
I n s t i t u t e  f o r  Q u a n t i t a t i v e 
Biosciences, dubbed QB3, drawing 
on faculty from UC Berkeley, UC 
Santa Cruz and UCSF, among them 
two Nobel laureates and 41 members 
of the National Academies. 

QB3’s comprehensive approach 
enables the university to convert life 
science research into solutions for bet-
ter health, a sustainable environment 
and a dynamic economy. QB3 also 
administers a venture capital fund.

QB3’s East Bay Innovation Center 
(EBIC) incubator in Berkeley pro-
vides awet-labs and facilities specifi-
cally designed to meet the needs of 
start-up biotech companies. 

Located less than 15 minutes from 
UC Berkeley and walking distance 
from several Berkeley Lab divisions, 
the QB3 EBIC gives participants 
access to these world-class scientific 
communities, as well as researchers 
at local and international companies 
such as Novartis, Bayer HealthCare 
and Amyris.

To date, the 62 companies in the 
QB3 system have created more than 
280 jobs and attracted more than 
$230 million in investment.

To further support enterpris-
ing entrepreneurs, QB3 created the 
Garage@Berkeley – a small space 
mimicking the quintessential Silicon 
Valley garages that spawned Apple 
and HP, but outfitted for the needs of 
biological research companies. QB3 
has also teamed with private partners 
to offer microspace in a network of 
locations throughout the Bay Area.

 “Given the innovative sci-
ence coming out of our academic 
labs, it makes perfect sense that so 
many of our more entrepreneurial 
researchers have launched success-
ful startups and found their foot-
ing in the Berkeley-Emeryville area,” 
says Susan Marqusee, M.D., Ph.D., 
Berkeley QB3 director. 

“QB3 increases their chance of 
success by offering incubator space 
and providing programs to help them 
jump through those first difficult 
hurdles – with SBIR (Small Business 
Innovation Research) workshops, 
legal services, and mentoring.”

Area’s Biotech 
Ecosystem Built on 
Intellect, Invention, 
Innovation
the berkeley-Emeryville bio cluster is built on the 
resources of the area’s world-class educational and 
research institutions where scientists and researchers 
are tackling the most urgent challenges of the day. 

   The Birth and Growth of Berkeley-Emeryville Bio

Jay Keasling, CEO of the Joint BioEnergy Institute. Energy Biosciences Institute.

QB3  East Bay Innovation Center

Emery Station 
East, home of 
JBEI and EBI.

1903: Cutter Labs 
open in Berkeley.
 
 

1931: Lawrence 
Berkeley National 
Laboratory founded.

1960s: UCB 
pioneers field 
of molecular 
evolution.

1971: Cetus 
founded in 
Berkeley-
Emeryville.

1974: Bayer 
acquires Cutter.

1970s-80s: UCB 
supports Human 
Genome Project.

1981: Chiron 
founded in 
Emeryville.

1984: 
Chiron completes first 
sequencing/cloning of 
HIV. Also advances first 
genetically engineered 
vaccine for Hepatitis B.

Jenkins

View from 
UC Berkeley 
campus.

LBnL campus
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B erkeley and Emeryville are living 
examples of a successful entrepre-
neurial culture where creativity 
flourishes. The two cities offer an 
open, dynamic environment rich in 

the arts, with a cosmopolitan ambience and all 
the elements of a high quality of life.

Livable neighborhoods

Incorporated in 1896 as a city of industry 
and business at a transportation crossroads, 
Emeryville has since refashioned itself into 
a hip, dynamic, entrepreneurial community. 
High-density housing and intimate neighbor-
hoods offer a range of residential choices close 
to jobs and services. With an array of bike 
paths, parks, restaurants, cafes and retail, the 
amenities of everyday living make Emeryville 
the preferred choice for those seeking a lively, 
urban vibe.

As Jack Newman, co-founder of Amyris, says: 
“Emeryville is a place where you can live close 
to work and find the amenities you’re looking for 
when you’re in work mode.”

Berkeley is famed around the globe as a center 
for academic achievement, scientific exploration, 
free speech and the arts. It’s a college town with 
a rich cultural life. Berkeley is “a city of neigh-
borhoods,” from the beautiful Berkeley hills to 
the artsy industrial areas near the Bay.

Dining & foodie delights
The Bay Area has long been a destination for 

food lovers seeking quality and innovative cui-
sine. The new cuisine movement was started here 
at Berkeley’s Chez Panisse, which inspired gen-
erations of innovative chefs and discerning diners.

Throughout Berkeley and Emeryville, artisan 
food producers, micro-breweries, urban winer-
ies, award-winning restaurants and cafes offer 
a variety of ethnic cuisines, gourmet vegetarian 
fare,  and everything from coffee and scones on 
the go to fine dining.

Both cities are well-served by Farmers’ 
Markets, specialty food stores and retailers that 
offer a variety of fresh, largely organic produce, 
fish, meats and locally prepared foods. 

Arts & entertainment
With the Berkeley Repertory Theater as 

an anchor, along with the Aurora Theater, 
Marsh, Shotgun Players and Freight & Salvage, 
Downtown Berkeley’s award-winning arts dis-
trict has blossomed into a hub for live theatre 
and music and performing arts. 

Berkeley is also home to artists, perform-
ers, vibrant street art, public galleries and the 
renowned Berkeley Art Museum/Pacific Film 
Archive. A 2012 study by the William and Flora 
Hewlett Foundation found that Berkeley was 
home to 185 non-profit arts and culture orga-
nizations.

Emeryville is proud of its history as home to 
artists and innovators. With 110 pieces of sig-
nificant public art on display, Emeryville’s one-
square-mile boasts the largest open-air gallery 
in the Bay Area.

Shopping 
Berkeley and Emeryville offer many opportuni-

ties for local shopping. Anchored by Bay Street, 
IKEA, Target and Home Depot, Emeryville is one 
of the East Bay’s major retail centers. Berkeley’s 
popular neighborhood commercial districts are 
known for their ambiance and locally owned, 
independent businesses. Stores along Berkeley’s 
Fourth Street and Solano Avenue, as well as in 
the Downtown and the Southside districts, offer 
specialty products not found elsewhere. 

Recreation
Runners, walkers, cyclists, birders, kite-fly-

ers, boaters, kayakers and windsurfers  are 

drawn to the cities’ parks, athletic fields, skate 
park, swim centers, tennis and basketball 
courts, wildlife sanctuaries and marinas.

Getting around
Berkeley and Emeryville are served by BART, 

with links via the free Emery Go-Round shuttle; 
AC Transit; and Amtrak, with service on the 
Capitol Corridor from Sacramento to San Jose.

Both cities participate in non-profit car shar-
ing programs – City CarShare and Zip Car 
– that give residents 24/7 access to a fleet of 
fuel-efficient vehicles. 

Biking
Berkeley and Emeryville are served by an 

extensive bike infrastructure, with bike paths 
and excellent access to public transit. Many 
employers in the Berkeley-Emeryville Bio 
Cluster encourage bike commuting and offer 
facilities for bike parking and storage. 

The Bay Trail runs through Berkeley and 
Emeryville offering 330 miles of bicycling 
and hiking trails. The new Bay Bridge bicy-
cle/pedestrian path is also accessible from 
Emeryville’s Shellmound Street.

Livable Cities Rich in Amenities

In a ranking of the 
Bay area’s  most 
walkable cities with 
the most affordable 
homes, Emeryville 
scored no. 1, and 
Berkeley came in at 
no. 4.

Accurus Biosciences
Adheren 
Aduro Biotech
AutoMate Scientific
Bayer HealthCare
Bear (Berkeley 
Engineering & 
research)

Berkeley Advanced 
Biomaterials

Berkeley BioLabs
Berkeley Stem Cell 
Center

Beyond 5
Bioproduction Group
Biosciences at 
Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory

Calcott Consulting
Caribou Biosciences
Center For Science 
Technology Medicine 
& Society

CMC ICoS Biologics
Correlia Biosystems 
Curtis and Tompkins
Diassess
Didimi
Dropsense
DSM Biomedical
Dynavax
Eko Devices
Emergence
Emmunify
EnChroma
Energy & Bioscience 
Institute

Energy Biosciences 
Institute

Epitex Biosystems
ExThera Medical
Functional Genomics 
Laboratory

Genewiz
Genome Compiler
Glycohub
Health Quality
Helen Wills 
Neuroscience 
Institute

Henry Wheeler Center 
For Emerging & 
Neglected Diseases

HJ Science & Tech
Institute of Cognitive & 
Brain Sciences

Integrated Analytical 
Solutions

Io Informatics
Iris Ao
Joint Center 

For Artificial 
Photosynthesis

Kasler Law
Kiverdi
Knowledge Synthesis
Laboratory Glass 
Apparatus

Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory

Levgo
Libby Laboratories
Lumiphore
Lypro Biosciences
Molecular Foundry
Molecular Sciences 
Institute

NanoPrecision Medical
NanoTech Biomachines
National research 
Scientific Computing  
Center

Nielson NeuroFocus
ocular Dynamics
one Sun
Plexxikon
PuraCath Medical
QB3- EBIC Berkeley
Saratoga Energy 
Sielectra
Siemens Medical 
Solutions

Silicon BioDevices
Spiral Devices
Starkey Hearing 
research Center

UCB QB3
valitor Bio
vivacare
Xoma

Source: Esri; City of Berkeley; City of Emeryville 11/4/13
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Number of Bioscience
Companies
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13-25
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Emeryville

BIOCLUSTER COMPANIES 

BERKELEY/EMERYVILLE’S BIOCLUSTER Adamas 
Pharmaceuticals

Amyris
Angelica Therapeutics
Berkeley Lights
BiosPacific
Cerexa
CG Pharmaceuticals
Covance
Crystal Bioscience
Ernest Gallo Clinic & 
research Center

Eureka Therapeutics
HX Diagnostics
Joint BioEnergy 

Institute
KineMed
Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory 
Process Development 
Unit

Lygos
MedeAnalytics

Medventure 
Associates

Micro Analytical Labs
Milagen
Mirixa Technology 
Center

Nano Precision 
Medical

Nanomix
NovaBay  
Pharmaceuticals

Novartis Emeryville
omicia
Pacific 
BioDevelopment

radiant Genomics
radNet
redwood Bioscience
Santen
Synberc
Tethys Biosciences
Zogenix

BErkELEy

EMEryViLLE

above: The Bay Trail on Emeryville’s Waterfront. Below: Public art on Berkeley’s bustling 4th Street.
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Elk Grove

Pacific Ocean
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San Pablo
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680

101

Oakland
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Concord

Berkeley
Emeryville

Prop. 1B:
Caldecott Tunnel

$420M (total project cost)

Prop. 1B:
Port of

Oakland
$X.xM

Prop. 1C:
MacArthur

Transit Village
$34.3M awarded

Prop. 1C:
San Leandro

Crossings
$24.4M awarded
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The San Francisco Bay Area has long been the worldwide center for biotech innovation and investment. Biotech 
was born here, and Bayer was in at the beginning. In 1974, we bought the historic Cutter Labs site, and in 1992 
Berkeley became Bayer’s global center for biopharmaceutical manufacturing. Today, Bayer is Berkeley’s largest 
for-profit employer, and the hemophilia medicine we manufacture is among Bayer’s top-selling products. Bayer’s 
Bay Area footprint ranges from earliest-stage drug discovery at our US Innovation Center in Mission Bay, to full-
scale manufacturing and distribution in Berkeley. Our more than 1,300 local jobs range from warehouse workers 
to facilities engineers to world-class scientists.

BAYER IS PROUD TO BE A LEADER IN THE EAST BAY INNOVATION CORRIDOR.

PROUD TO BE IN 
THE EAST BAY 
INNOVATION 
CORRIDOR
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Distinguished Buildings for Noble and Nobel Innovators since 1977.

EAST BAY  
 INNOVATION ChAmpIONs
This vibrant community of large and small tech, software, greentech, bio, and life science industry leaders at our innovation 
campus in Emeryville/West Berkeley—and others like them around the Bay Area—expect the next generation of innovators 
to be well-prepared for the jobs they continue to create.

many of them donate time to mentor and resources to equip school labs to keep Berkeley and Emeryville schools strong.

Our California public school children deserve the life rewards accessible to them through a science, Technology, 
Engineering and math (sTEm) related career path. support sTEm education efforts at the local, state and federal level.

Amyris Biotechnologies . Bayer 

healthCare . Berkeley Lights . Biospacific 

University of California at Berkeley  

California Dept. of Toxic substances 

Control . Cerexa . Cision UsA 

CmC ICOs Biologics . Covance Antibody 

Convio . Crystal Bioscience 

Dynavax Technologies 

Environmental protection Agency 

Eukeka Therapeutics . F’real Foods  

DsI Renal . Ernest Gallo Clinic & Research 

Center . halotechnics . hX Diagnostics  

Joint Bioenergy Institute . Kinemed 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory  

LBh pacific Law . Lightsail Energy 

Lucile packard Children’s hospital 

medeanalytics . medtronics . medventure 

mirixa . Nanomix . Nong shim America 

NovaBay pharmaceuticals . Novartis 

QB3 East Bay Innovation Center . Radiant 

Genomics . Radnet . Revolights 

siemens medical solutions Diagnostics  

silicon schools . Total Gas & power 

Wavemarket . Whole Foods 

XOmA . Zogenix


